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The Nick Lupo Series Book One.

Horror, Thriller, Crime/Suspense, and Urban Fantasy combine for one explosive mix! Urban Fantasy
fans who crave edgy, graphic horror elements especially will want to take note of this series.

It takes a beast to catch a killer!

Nick Lupo is a good cop--with the instincts of a great detective... or maybe a wolf. Lupo has a lot in common
with wolves, which is only natural considering he's a werewolf. He's battled the creature inside him for years,
but now there's another predator in the area. A bloodthirsty serial killer is leaving a gruesome trail of victims,
and it's up to Lupo to track him down and stop the slaughter. Will Lupo dare to unleash one beast to stop
another?

Wolf's Trap is the Bram Stoker Award-nominated first book of the savage series of horror/thrillers
about Nick Lupo, the werewolf/cop. These "North Woods Noirs" are set mostly in the wilds of
Northern Wisconsin, where werewolf legends abound and the moon paints the treetops silver.
Warning: adult content.

Other books in the series are Wolf's Gambit, Wolf's Bluff, and Wolf's Edge. Wolf's Cut is coming in
2014.
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From reader reviews:

Jeremy Brown:

The book Wolf's Trap can give more knowledge and information about everything you want. So just why
must we leave the best thing like a book Wolf's Trap? Wide variety you have a different opinion about guide.
But one aim in which book can give many info for us. It is absolutely appropriate. Right now, try to closer
with the book. Knowledge or data that you take for that, you may give for each other; you could share all of
these. Book Wolf's Trap has simple shape however, you know: it has great and big function for you. You can
seem the enormous world by open and read a e-book. So it is very wonderful.

Matthew Sammons:

Spent a free a chance to be fun activity to accomplish! A lot of people spent their leisure time with their
family, or all their friends. Usually they carrying out activity like watching television, going to beach, or
picnic inside the park. They actually doing ditto every week. Do you feel it? Do you want to something
different to fill your own personal free time/ holiday? Could be reading a book might be option to fill your
free time/ holiday. The first thing you will ask may be what kinds of reserve that you should read. If you
want to test look for book, may be the e-book untitled Wolf's Trap can be very good book to read. May be it
might be best activity to you.

Teresa Obannon:

Exactly why? Because this Wolf's Trap is an unordinary book that the inside of the e-book waiting for you to
snap that but latter it will surprise you with the secret the item inside. Reading this book alongside it was
fantastic author who have write the book in such amazing way makes the content inside easier to understand,
entertaining means but still convey the meaning entirely. So , it is good for you for not hesitating having this
any more or you going to regret it. This unique book will give you a lot of benefits than the other book have
such as help improving your proficiency and your critical thinking approach. So , still want to delay having
that book? If I have been you I will go to the book store hurriedly.

Bonnie Wilson:

In this era which is the greater man or woman or who has ability in doing something more are more precious
than other. Do you want to become considered one of it? It is just simple solution to have that. What you
must do is just spending your time not very much but quite enough to get a look at some books. One of many
books in the top record in your reading list is usually Wolf's Trap. This book and that is qualified as The
Hungry Slopes can get you closer in turning out to be precious person. By looking upwards and review this
e-book you can get many advantages.
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